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during this attractive paintings of old fiction, LR Penn has concocted a panoramic epic event
that starts in 1890 in a small Zulu village in South Africa yet spans 3 centuries and continents.
it's also a private memoir that tells the tale of a kinfolk torn aside via a racist totalitarian regime.
The ebook examines a chain of robust conflicts: the cultural conflict among historical ethnic
traditions and encroaching Western values; the political conflict among the underground
resistance flow and the repressive army power of a contemporary country state; and stirring
Diamonds on a River of Tears own conflicts, as illustrated via the impossibly tricky offerings that
the novel's heroes are pressured to make - among the hunt for liberation and the pursuit of love,
among a family's defense and a people's freedom. Diamonds on a River Diamonds on a River
of Tears of Tears offers a detailed portrait of day by day lifestyles in a society altogether out of
balance, playfully juxtaposing its comedian absurdities and tragic injustices, yet finally handing
down an ethical indictment that each one of up to date civilization must face.
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